DataHaven
Online Backup

Key Features
Automatic Backup Backups are set to run at a
pre-specified time, be it
hourly, daily, weekly, etc.
Lightning fast backups After the initial backup
has been made, only
new or changed files
get backed up, ensuring
that future backups are
lightning fast and it saves
your bandwidth.
You may store multiple
versions - file versions may
be easily stored and
accessed for however long
you require as long as space
permits.
Web-interface for easy
management - You are
easily able to manage and
restore your previous files.
Built in integrity check - to
ensure that there are no
corruptions or errors.
No maintenance problems
for you - DataHaven does
not affect your existing
infrastructure. It is available
for server, Desktop PC, SQL
and your virtual machine.

Providing a simple, secure and reliable
solution to protect and restore your
valuable information.
Fully Automated Functionality
DataHaven Online Backup will eliminate the vulnerability
of traditional onsite backup solutions. The system is fully
automated and offers scalable storage space making it easy
for you to choose a size suitable for your needs.

Your data can be encrypted automatically before upload to a
data centre offering 99.9% uptime and availability. This
means in event of an emergency your data is available for
restoration quickly and easily. Your data is protected simply
and effectively.

Instant Backup Schedules
DataHaven offers an easy to use console to manage your backups.
You are able to schedule your backups to run at a specific time
each day or to run as and when you change files on your computer.
This unique feature ensures that if you accidentally overwrite your
document, you can instantly retrieve it from the last back up
performed, even if you only created the document an hour ago.

Reports & Alerts
You will have a variety of reports at your finger tips through
the DataHaven console. Quick to view historical reports are
on the console dashboard. You can schedule a monthly
history report to be automatically emailed to you for your
backup management review through the console . Alerts
pop up to notify you of backup failures and items requiring
your attention.

Easy to Restore
A single file or an entire folder can be easily restored as and
when you require it. With multiple version backups you can
also choose which version of the document you require.
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PRETORIA EYE INSTITUTE
INDUSTRY TYPE: MEDICAL
Business Requirement: Due to an older backup application, new servers that were
implemented into the environment were not able to be backed up in the company’s conventional
manner. A backup method that would be compatible across all of the Windows platforms and
also be able to back up Microsoft SQL in an efficient manner was required.
Solution: Pretoria Eye Institute selected IT Technologies to implement DataHaven Online
Backup to backup daily SQL dumps as well as folder incremental backups of daily changes.
This kept multiple versions available for restore in an offsite location ensuring data protection,
not only from fire and theft, but also from accidental deletion.
Results: The Pretoria Eye Institute’s data is secure with the ability to easily restore data even
if the data error is only discovered at a later stage. Multiple versions are kept specifically for this
purpose.

CHOC CHILDHOOD CANCER FOUNDATION
INDUSTRY TYPE: NON-PROFIT ORGANISATION
Business requirements: CHOC employs various consultants and volunteers, meaning
that conventional synchronisation of documents became impossible or obsolete. Computers
were then carrying data that was at high risk of being lost, creating a need for a backup system.
Solution: CHOC selected IT Technologies to implement DataHaven Online Backup on all
of their computers which backed up to a central location as and when employees were
connected to the internet. An automated backup schedule time was set per computer, should the
employee not be connected to the internet on the scheduled time, the DataHaven Software will
initiate a backup when a connection is available.
Result: CHOC is able to recover documents from any computer at any time, even in an
event of total hardware failure. The process is so simple that the staff would need very little
intervention with their backup process. All they need to do is set and forget.

WOODBURN MANN
INDUSTRY TYPE: EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT
Business Requirement: Woodburn Mann had a traditional backup procedure in place,
however for compliance and risk management, they needed a backup method that was safe
from fire, theft and backup drive failure.
Solution: Woodburn Man selected IT Technologies to implement DataHaven Online
Backup to run an automated backup of all databases and documents which stores the
information in an offsite cloud location. Weekly reports of backups are supplied to management
to be reviewed for compliance purposes.
Result: Woodburn Mann has a secure offsite backup system that ensures a high
compliance standard that is in accordance with the audit requirements. A satisfactory and
supplemental backup method that has been more effective than traditional backup techniques in
data recovery in most instances.
DataHaven Featured Clients:

“We have DataHaven installed on all our computers. Our documents are
backed-up with no effort—
automatically.”

-

Adri Ludick
CHOC

